To

All Scientific Ministries of GOI/ Departments/R&D Organizations/ PSU/ Central and State Universities/ Govt. Colleges /State Councils for Science and Technology

Sub.: Nominations for DST sponsored Training Programme on “Climate Change and Carbon Mitigation” to be held at ICFRE, Dehradun from 19-23 February 2018 under the ‘National Programme for Training of Scientists and Technologists working under Government Sector’– reg.

Sir/Madam,

Indian Council of Forestry Research and Education (ICFRE), Dehradun will be organizing a training programme on **“Climate Change and Carbon Mitigation”** for scientists and technologists working under Government sector from 19-23 February 2018 at Dehradun. The training programme is sponsored by the Department of Science and Technology, Government of India under the “National Programme of Training of Scientists and Technologists working under Government Sector”.

The training programme is open for scientists, technologists, and academicians working under Central Government/State Government/Public Sector Undertaking/ Autonomous Research Organisations/ Government Research Laboratories/ Central/ State Universities and Colleges. Scientists, technologists and academicians having completed minimum of five years of Government service in Group “A” and having age of less than 58 years are eligible to participate in the training programme. **Publicity brochure of training programme and nomination form alongwith biodata format are available on ICFRE website (www.icfre.gov.in).** Duly filled in nomination form alongwith biodata with the recommendation of Controlling Officer may kindly be sent well in advance to the undersigned for consideration.

You are requested to kindly **nominate one eligible Scientists/Technologists/ Academicians** for aforesaid training programme from each institute of ICFRE. **Travel expenses of participants for participating in the training programmes shall be borne by the nominating organizations whereas boarding & lodging and local transport expenses of the participants at Dehradun shall be borne by ICFRE.**

Yours faithfully,

-sd-

(V.R.S. Rawat)